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ABSTRACT 
Geoacoustic inversion requires a generic knowledge of the frequency-dependence of 
compressional wave properties in marine sediments, the nature of which is still under 
debate. The use of in situ probes to measure sediment acoustic properties introduces a 
number of experimental difficulties that must be overcome. To this end, a series of well-
constrained in situ acoustic transmission experiments were undertaken on inter-tidal 
sediments using a purpose-built in situ device, the Sediment Probing Acoustic Detection 
Equipment. Compressional wave velocity and attenuation coefficient were measured 
from 16 to 100 kHz in medium to fine sands and coarse to medium silts. Spreading 
losses, which were adjusted for sediment type, were incorporated into the data 
processing, as were a thorough error analysis and an examination of the repeatability of 
both the acoustic wave emitted by the source and the coupling between probes and 
sediment. Over the experimental frequency range and source-to-receiver separations of 
0.99 – 8.1 m, resulting velocities are accurate to between + 1.1 to + 4.5 % in sands and 
less than + 1.9 % in silts, while attenuation coefficients are accurate to between + 1 to + 7 
dB·m-1 in both sands and silts. Preliminary results indicate no velocity dispersion and an 
attenuation coefficient which is proportional to frequency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
An increasing number of marine applications, ranging from oil/gas prospecting 
[1], slope stability hazard assessment [2] and the siting of offshore structures [3], require 
knowledge of the geotechnical properties of seafloor sediments, (e.g. porosity, density 
and grain size). High resolution sub-bottom reflection / refraction profiling permits the 
rapid, remote acquisition of the geoacoustic (i.e. compressional and shear wave) 
properties over large regions of the seafloor. Hence, there is significant interest in the 
inversion of these geoacoustic properties to obtain the geotechnical properties required 
for the above applications. 
Integral to such an approach is knowledge of the empirical and theoretical 
relationships between these geoacoustic properties and frequency. At present, the 
underlying physics behind the interaction of acoustic waves with sediment is still under 
debate. For example, a variety of relationships between the compressional wave 
attenuation coefficient and frequency have been proposed in the literature, including a 
linear relationship [4], various power-law relationships [5] and more complex 
relationships in which the frequency-dependence relies on the frequency range under 
examination [6]. In addition, the question of whether compressional wave velocity is 
dispersive or non-dispersive is still contentious [7]. 
The use of in situ probes to measure compressional wave properties was 
pioneered in the 1950s [8], [9], [10]. Early work has been enhanced through the 
development and use of a number of in situ devices, e.g. Acoustic Lance [11], ISSAMS 
[12] and miniboomer [13]. Although there is a long history of good work in this field, the 
diversity of sediment types and the wide range of frequencies of interest, means that full 
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coverage of the parameters necessary to test and refine theories requires further data. 
Furthermore, as the theoretical framework becomes increasingly developed, the ability to 
identify the uncertainties in input parameters and test data become increasingly valuable. 
One eventual goal of such a sustained effort might be to enable the frequency-
dependence of compressional wave properties being used as generic relationships which 
are applicable to all sediment types and frequencies. 
The purpose of this paper is to present the development of an in situ acoustic 
measurement system developed to investigate the generic frequency-dependence of both 
compressional wave velocity and attenuation coefficient in marine sediment. Therefore, 
this paper will focus on: 
• The development of the Sediment Probing Acoustic Detection Equipment (SPADE) 
that allows frequencies from 16 to 100 kHz be examined; 
• The use of the SPADE to perform in situ transmission experiments in a range of 
sediment types; 
• The presentation of processing techniques, which incorporate in situ spreading losses 
and a detailed analysis of intrinsic errors, to determine compressional wave velocity and 
attenuation coefficient from transmission data.  
 Preliminary results have been presented to confirm the validity of the approach 
adopted, with an analysis of the complete dataset to be discussed in future publications. 
 
II. PREVIOUS IN SITU EXPERIMENTS 
Three general acoustic techniques exist by which the compressional wave 
properties of marine sediments can be investigated, namely the examination of sediment 
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samples in the laboratory, remote reflection / refraction profiling and in situ transmission 
experiments. Laboratory techniques allow external factors such as the pressure and 
temperature of the samples to be controlled [13], [14]. Potential drawbacks with this 
technique are that the collection, transportation, storage and examination of the samples 
introduces an unknown degree of disturbance, while the limited sample size typically 
restricts the frequencies that can be examined to those greater than 200 kHz. 
Alternatively, remote techniques offer an efficient manner to measure the in situ acoustic 
properties of large volumes of surface and sub-surface sediment [15]. Potential 
drawbacks with remote techniques are a degree of uncertainty in the volume of sediment 
insonified, while the processing techniques adopted require certain assumptions, which 
may restrict their use to certain sediment types [16]. 
In situ techniques offer a compromise between laboratory and remote techniques. 
Though in situ techniques are more invasive than remote techniques, they are less 
invasive than laboratory techniques. The experimental geometry associated with in situ 
transmission experiments is less constrained than for laboratory techniques and better 
characterised than for remote techniques. It provides a useful component to the balanced 
portfolio of techniques available for the acoustic characterisation of marine sediment.  
 The earliest example of the use of in situ probes to measure the compressional 
wave properties of marine sediments was performed by Hamilton [8], [9], [10], who 
examined five discrete frequencies between 3.5 and 100 kHz. This work used source and 
receiver transducers attached to hollow stainless steel rods, which allowed sediment 
depths of 0.3 to 0.6 m and Source-to-Receiver (S-R) separations of 0.3 to 1 m to be 
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investigated. Similarly, Wood and Weston examined five discrete frequencies from 4 to 
48 kHz [17], using S-R separations from 0.4 to 60 m.  
 This work has been advanced through the development of a number of in situ 
devices, which span a variety of frequency ranges. The Deep Ocean Sediment Probe, 
which consists of four transducers located on the tips of the legs of a quad frame, was 
developed by Lewis [18]. This can penetrate 1.5 m into the seafloor and was used to 
examine the frequency range of 5 to 50 kHz, in 5 kHz increments. McCann and McCann 
[19] used pipe transducers to examine inter-tidal sediments up to 2 m deep from 5 to 50 
kHz, again in 5 kHz steps. Fu et al. investigate the lower frequency range of 5 to 20 kHz 
using the Acoustic Lance [11], which consists of ten receivers attached to a core barrel of 
length 3 m, with a source installed at the top of the corer. Turgut and Yamamoto [20] 
investigated 1 to 30 kHz, using four probes (a peizoceramic source and three receivers). 
These were deployed at depths of 4 m and S-R separations from 1 to 3 m using a 
hydraulic jet burial system. The range of lower frequencies used by sub-bottom profilers 
has been investigated using a mini-boomer (1 to 11 kHz) [13], which utilises S-R 
separations from 1 to 18 m. Conversely, frequencies more typical of high-resolution 
sonar have been examined using a profilometer, which can be attached to the cutter of a 
corer and operates at a nominal frequency of 200 kHz [21]. 
 The most recent research in this field has utilised the In Situ Sediment 
geoAcoustic Measurement System (ISSAMS), which was initially developed by 
Richardson to operate at nominal frequencies of 38 [22] and 58 kHz [23]. This uses four 
identical transducers on a fixed frame, with either one / two transducers acting as sources 
and two / three acting as receivers. The fixed frame allows S-R separation from 0.58 to 1 
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m and sediment depths up to 0.3 m to be examined. More recent work, by Buckingham 
and Richardson [12], has extended the frequency range of ISSAMS to 25 to 100 kHz in 
frequency increments of 5 kHz. The same 5 kHz frequency step was used by Zimmer et 
al. [24], in extending the range from 15 to 200 kHz, although they expressed some 
concerns over the validity of the lower frequency data.  
Bringing measurement techniques with laboratory-accuracy to the seafloor 
presents many technical challenges, and is complicated by the natural variability in 
seafloor sediments (c.f. laboratory samples that are generally chosen for their 
homogeneity). Overcoming these challenges allowed the above research investigations to 
compile a body of data that has contributed to the development of the current array of 
models for acoustic propagation in marine sediments. As one goal is determine the 
generic frequency-dependence of compressional wave properties, it is useful for some 
individual studies to begin to examine both a broader variety of sediment types and a 
wider range frequencies than was the norm for the pioneering studies mentioned above. 
In an attempt to increase the certainty with which velocity and attenuation results at 
different frequencies and seafloor locations can be compared, the present project sought 
to study the acoustical behavior of a wide range of sediment types over a wide range of 
frequencies, using a single device and methodology. The cost of this approach was that it 
was not possible to conduct experiments at wholly underwater sites, and instead the 
project concentrated on easily accessible inter-tidal sites (see Section 4).  
To generate data which allows generic frequency-dependent relationships to be 
examined it is important to quantify the repeatability of the acoustic signal emitted by the 
source. The level of repeatability will depend on both the coupling of the transducers to 
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the sediment, which has been qualitatively identified as a considerable source of 
variability in acoustic measurements [12], and the electronic signal transmitted to the 
source. Some processing techniques require that corrections for spreading losses are 
applied. While the assumption that spreading losses are the same in water and the 
sediment is approximately true in some cases, the use of in situ spreading losses would be 
more relevant. Finally, error analyses presented in the pioneering works cited above 
generally refer to the standard deviation arising from variability. As the field matures, it 
is necessary to examine instead the intrinsic experimental error associated with the 
experimental and processing techniques adopted [12], [25]. The current paper aims to 
build on previous research in this field to address in part some of the above issues.  
 
III. THE SPADE, INCLUDING PULSE SELECTION. 
The SPADE comprises of three acoustic components, namely a source and a pair 
of matched receivers, which are attached to 1.5 m long aluminium channels (Fig. 1). The 
source consists of a section of piezoceramic material with a convex emitting face. This 
operates in an untuned manner over the usable frequency range of 16 to 100 kHz. The 
transducer is embedded in a plastic mould, with a height of 158 mm, width of 109 mm 
and thickness of 10 mm. A pair of matched receivers were used, each with a height of 
119 mm, width of 58 mm and thickness of 23 mm, the sensitivity of which varied from    
-189 to –198 dB re 1V/μPa from 16 to 100 kHz. The acquisition system includes separate 
source and receiver amplifiers and a standard IBM compatible PC. Trial transmission 
tests confirmed that the timing of the acquisition system was reliable to the sampling 
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period of the acquisition card (1 μs), while amplitude was reliable to the resolution of the 
card (2.5 mV).   
The waveforms utilised in the transmission experiments were tonal pulses, which 
were generated by passing a pre-programmed pulse through an amplifier and on to the 
source transducer. A suite of pre-programmed pulses were selected, each possessing 10 
cycles modulated by a Blackman-Harris envelope [27] with central frequencies, fi, 
increasing from 16 to 100 kHz in comparatively fine increments of 2 kHz. The major 
factor limiting the experimental frequency range was the operational frequency range of 
the source amplifier. Pulses with central frequencies less than 16 kHz suffered 
considerable distortion (i.e. the ratio of the spectral amplitude of the 2nd harmonic to the 
spectral amplitude of the fundamental frequency was greater than a defined threshold 
value of 0.15) while those greater than 100 kHz did not receive sufficient amplification. 
Typical examples of the voltage output pulse (VOP) transmitted from the source 
amplifier to the source transducer are displayed in Fig. 2 (A, B, C). At central frequencies 
of 16 to 24 kHz the frequency content of the pulses approached the lower limit of the 
operational bandwidth of the source amplifier. This resulted in non-linear effects in the 
source amplifier, which generated harmonic components and produced tails on the 
voltage pulses at these frequencies. The effects of the source amplifier modified the 
central frequency of the VOP, fo, to: 
Hzff io 17099.0 −⋅= .        (1) 
Signals received during calibration tests of the SPADE in water are displayed in 
Fig. 2 (D, E, F). All signals are normalised to an amplitude of unity and, for comparison 
purposes, have the corresponding VOP overlain using time delays obtained from the 
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cross-correlation of the received signal and VOP (Section VI). Hence for propagation 
through water, the degree of distortion between the received and electronic pulses was 
negligible. Water calibration signals were found to be repeatable in time to + 1 μs and in 
amplitude to + 3.2 %, values which account for the effects of the variability of the voltage 
signals on the emitted acoustic signal. This source of variability is incorporated into the 
error budget for the attenuation coefficients (Section VI.B).  
Discrepancies between received signals detected during the field-trials and the 
VOP were also minimal (see Fig. 2G, H & J). This was a consequence of the use of 
pulses with smooth amplitude envelopes, and the use of a frequency range over which the 
source transducer acted in an untuned manner and the receiving transducers possessed 
relatively flat sensitivities (quantified earlier in this section).  
 
IV.  PRESSURE FIELDS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPADE 
In order to allow the attenuation coefficient of the sediment to be measured it was 
essential that the beam patterns associated with the SPADE are known. The receiver’s 
beam pattern varies from an almost omni-directional field at 1 kHz (which differs by less 
than 0.07 dB over a horizontal arc of 180o about the centre of the receiver) to a much 
more directional field at 100 kHz (which displays 13 peaks and a variation of 0 to 77 dB 
over a similar arc). The relatively simple geometry of the transmission experiments 
(Section V) allowed estimated changes in the amplitude of the received signal, which 
arise from the receiver orientations, to be incorporated into the intrinsic error budget 
(Section VI, B).  
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The pressure field emitted by the source, which was required to apply corrections 
for in situ geometric spreading, was modelled using a modified version of a technique 
used to predict spreading losses for circular array transducers [16]. This allowed unique 
pressure fields to be predicted for each sediment type examined and therefore the 
application of in situ spreading losses in the processing techniques adopted (Section VI). 
This considered the source to be a segment of a cylinder from which sound radiates 
outwards (Fig. 3), i.e. an accurate representation of the SPADE source (Fig. 1). This 
segment was sub-divided into a 2-D grid of elements, the dimensions of which were 
much less than the minimum wavelength of interest. Manipulation of equation (10) in 
Borsboom et al. [28] results in the following expression for the pressure at a field-point X 
and angular frequency ω: 
∑∑
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where W(ω) is the spectrum of the selected voltage pulse; dx and dy are the size of the 
elements in the x and y directions respectively; N1 and N2 are the number of integration 
steps in each direction; Rn,m is the distance from source element n,m to field-point X; and 
R’ is the minimum distance between point X and the transducer surface. The pressure 
response at field-point X associated with a given frequency ω can be obtained from the 
temporal maximum of the inverse Fast-Fourier Transform (iFFT) of P(X,ω).  
The parameters of r and θ in Fig. 3 which best define the SPADE source were 
measured to be 146 mm (+ 12 mm) and 42.9o (+ 0.03o) respectively. The surface 
elements used (length of 2 mm and an arc of 2 mm) satisfy the criterion that their 
dimensions are less than half the minimum wavelength examined (i.e. 13 mm) [28]. The 
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use of 2048 samples in the iFFT prevents aliasing for the field-points and frequencies of 
interest for the fieldwork performed. Finally, the pressure field was only computed for 
the horizontal plane lying which intercepts the centre of the source, as the use of a 
common depth for source and receivers in the fieldwork performed (Section V) ensured 
that all receiver deployments lie in this plane. Deviations from this common depth are 
incorporated into the error budget (Section V1, B). 
The model was verified through calibration signals measured using the SPADE 
source and receivers in a water tank. Transmitted signals were detected by placing the 
receivers in the horizontal plane that intercepts the centre of the SPADE source. 
Measurements were taken along axes lying perpendicular to the face of the source and 5 
degrees clockwise and anticlockwise to this perpendicular. Receivers were placed at S-R 
separations from 3.49 to 6.49 m, at 0.5 m intervals. Five shots of each of the tonal pulses 
were recorded at all receiver locations.  
The predicted decay in amplitude with S-R separation was compared to that 
observed for each angle and frequency. As the attenuation coefficient of water is less than 
2.6x10-3 dB·m-1 for frequencies less than 100 kHz [29], signal attenuation due to water 
was assumed to be negligible. Goodness of fit, R2, between the observed and modelled 
decay ranged from 0.79 and 1.00, representing a good to excellent fit. Discrepancies 
between the predicted and measured decays lay within the error limits in the experimental 
setup, i.e. + 2o in horizontal angle, + 1o in vertical angle, + 0.02 m in S-R separation and 
+ 0.01 m in depth. Hence, the pressure model described above adequately predicts the 
pressure emitted by the SPADE source in non-dispersive media. 
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Pressure fields were simulated for pulses with central frequencies from 16 to 100 
kHz (in increments of 2 kHz) and compressional wave velocities from 1300 to 1800 m·s-1 
(in increments of 100 m·s-1), i.e. the range of velocity values obtained from field data 
analysis. Example pressure fields for pulses with central frequencies of 20, 50 and 80 
kHz propagating through a medium with a compressional wave velocity of 1600 m·s-1 are 
displayed in Fig. 4. As the frequency increases, the pressure field becomes more 
directional, with side-lobes dominating over the central lobe at frequencies greater than 
70 kHz. The unfocused nature of the pressure field is a consequence of the convex 
emitting face of the source. This angular dependence becomes more pronounced as the 
velocity of the medium decreases. 
The near-to-far field transitions were computed as the distance from the centre of 
the source along the axial line to the last maximum [30], [31]. This increases as the 
central frequency of the pulse increases and the compressional wave velocity of the 
medium decreases. Near-to-far field transitions lie less than 0.43 m from the source for 
all compressional wave velocities measured (1300 to 1800 m·s-1) and for all frequencies 
used (16 to 100 kHz). 
One option for the processing is to assume certain properties of the beam pattern 
and spreading losses. Figure 5 shows the difference in the pressure fields and beam 
patterns emitted at a frequency of 100 kHz in water (vw=1470 m·s-1) and sand (vs=1800 
m·s-1). This scenario represents the most extreme difference, which reaches a maximum 
value of 2.6 dB at the sidelobes. This indicates that in this worst case example, if the 
spreading losses in sediment for SPADE had been assumed to be identical to those in 
water, errors of up to 25 % could have been possible in the received amplitudes. In fact, 
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rather than assume a beam pattern based on either sound speed, the actual in situ pressure 
field data were used. 
 
V. IN SITU EXPERIMENTS 
A series of in situ experiments were performed using the SPADE on inter-tidal 
sediments along the South coast of England. While the use of inter-tidal sediments allows 
the source and receiver positions to be accurately measured, there is an increased the risk 
of encountering partially-saturated sediments. Partially-saturated layers, which possess 
lower velocities than saturated sediments, have been observed in inter-tidal sediments 
[32]. To minimize the risk of encountering partially-saturated sediments, sites examined 
were carefully selected to lie in coastal regions with low tidal ranges, with the tidal 
ranges at all sites examined less than 1.5 m.  
It should be noted that, to date, published in situ acoustic measurements from 
“saturated” sediments assume full-saturation. Gas bubbles can be introduced into marine 
sediment through a variety of mechanisms (e.g. the anaerobic decomposition of organic 
matter [33]) with numerous regions of gassy sediments observed across the world’s 
oceans [34]. As bubbles with diameters less than 500 μm cannot be resolved by the 
present measurement techniques available for gassy sediments (i.e. the X-ray CT 
scanning of pressurized cores [35]) such bubbles may be present in both inter-tidal and 
submerged sediments. 
Six general sites were examined, including three sandy sites from Poole Harbour 
(Sites 1-3), Dorset, and three silty sites from the Beaulieu estuary (Site 4) and mouth of 
Southampton Water (Sites 5 & 6), Hampshire. At each general site, between two and four 
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specific locations were examined, in order to allow the variability of compressional wave 
across each site to be assessed. 
The procedure involved inserting the source probe and a pair of receiver probes 
vertically into the sediment. The centres of the source and receivers were placed at a 
common depth of 1 m. This depth reduced the possibility of any interference from 
reflections from the seabed surface, while allowing sediment samples to be obtained from 
the sediment through which the acoustic waves propagated. The two receivers were 
deployed at approximately the same S-R separation astride the perpendicular to the 
source face (Fig. 6). While the experimental / processing techniques adopted herein only 
require a single source and receiver, the use of two receivers increased the quantity of 
data that could be collected. The receiver orientation adopted prevented the large 
receivers used from acoustically shadowing one another.  
For the large transducers used in this work it is essential that the relative positions 
of the source and receivers were known. S-R separations, offsets and depths were all 
measured to an accuracy of + 0.01 m. The inclination of the probes was measured using a 
spirit level, and deviated from the vertical by less than + 2o for all deployments. Although 
the employment of a fixed frame would have allowed the relative positions and 
orientations of the probes to be more accurately measured, the use of individual channels 
(Fig. 1) allows increased flexibility in the S-R separations, and so frequencies, which can 
be examined. 
A series of acoustic pulses, consisting of 5 shots at each central frequency from 
16 to 100 kHz, were then emitted by the source and detected by the receivers. The 
receivers were then removed and redeployed at a closer S-R separation and the same 
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series of acoustic pulses acquired. Tidal windows permitted the examination of between 
three to seven S-R separations at each location. 
In the silts, the source and receivers could be deployed through the manual 
application of a vertical force to the top of the aluminium channels. In the sands this was 
not possible and hence a modified box corer (width 0.13 m and breadth 0.21 m) was 
used. This was initially inserted in the sediment to a depth of 1 m and the sand within it 
excavated.  The probes were then inserted and, after the removal of the box corer, the 
sediment refilled. This allowed the majority of sediment through which the acoustic 
pulses propagates to remain undisturbed, with the range of disturbed sediment around 
each probe (<0.1 m) much less than the S-R separations examined (0.99 to 8.1 m). In 
addition, the S-R separations utilised ensured that all receivers were located in the far-
field, while the successive use of closer S-R separations ensured that previous 
deployments did not disturb sediment that later deployments would re-examine. 
At each location sediment samples were collected from a depth of 1 m and the 
temperature and salinity of the pore water were recorded. In addition, a push core with an 
inner diameter of 70 mm was collected from each site. The position and basic 
geotechnical properties of each site are displayed in Table. 1. Mean grain sizes were 
measured using ¼ phi sieve stacks for the predominantly sand samples and an optical 
particle size analyser for the predominantly silt samples [7], with sediments classified 
using standard sedimentological procedures [36]. Porosity was obtained from gamma ray 
attenuation measurements on the cores, using a Multi-Sensor-Core-Logger [37] at a 
resolution of 1 cm. The basic geotechnical properties are presented in Table 1, which 
quotes mean values with standard deviations. 
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VI. PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 
The processing techniques outlined in this section include a thorough analysis of 
intrinsic errors, allow coupling repeatability to be broadly quantified and do not assume 
any specific frequency-dependence of attenuation coefficient or velocity. Though these 
techniques do by necessity incorporate certain assumptions, the inclusion of a “coupling 
variability” in the error analysis accounts for deviations from these assumptions.  
 Commonly used pre-processing steps were applied to both the VOP and the 
received signals (Fig. 7). Firstly, the signals were filtered using 5th order Butterworth 
bandpass filters, the bandwidth of which varied with the central frequency of the pulse to 
ensure that a common fraction of “useful” energy was retained. Secondly, at each 
location, the five shots at each frequency and S-R separation were stacked and the 
median of the stacked time series was found.  The use of a median stack helped subdue 
the influence of random noise events, which under certain conditions dominate over the 
directly transmitted signal. The stacking stage improved the signal-to-noise ratio by a 
factor of 1.78 [38].  
 
A.  Group velocity 
A variety of techniques for determining velocity were tested (see Appendix A), 
with the technique that was most stable for this dataset presented here. This optimizes 
transmission data from a range of S-R separations, without requiring knowledge of the 
delay times incurred by the electronic components of the SPADE and acquisition system. 
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Analytical versions ζ(t) of both the VOP and received signals (which will be 
referred to as the analytical VOP  and analytical received signals) were obtained from 
)(ˆ)()( tyjtyt +=ζ ,        (3) 
where y(t) is the pre-processed VOP or received signal and ŷ(t)is the Hilbert transform of 
y(t) [39], which is obtained from 
ttyty π1)()(ˆ ∗= .       (4) 
The analytical received signal was then correlated with the analytical VOP, and 
the time at which the correlation function peaks, tR, was recorded. The arrival time, tA, 
was then obtained from  
oRA ttt −= ,        (5) 
where to is the time at which the cross-correlation function of the analytical VOP peaks. 
The use of analytical signals means that the amplitude envelopes of the signals, 
rather than the actual signals, are correlated. For the dataset examined, this approach was 
found to be the more stable than phase-based techniques (Appendix A) and is hence 
selected despite the increased errors introduced through the use of analytical signals. 
The arrival time is the sum of the time taken for the acoustic pulse to propagate 
through the sediment and the time lag associated with both the source and receiver 
amplifiers and the moulding surrounding the transducers. Hence  
L
s
A tv
dt += ,        (6)  
where d is the S-R separation, vs is the group velocity of the sediment and tL  is the 
cumulative time lag, which is fixed for all S-R separations at the same frequency. Hence, 
if arrival time is plotted against S-R separation for each frequency and a linear least-
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squares fit applied, the reciprocal of the gradient of the fit will represent the required 
group velocity (Fig. 8A). 
This approach assumes that the compressional wave velocity of the sediment is 
constant over the volume of sediment examined and the amplitude envelopes of the VOP 
and received signals are the same for each location and frequency. The validity of the 
second assumption has been supported in Section III, with discrepancies between 
received signals and the VOP negligible for the majority of signals detected during the 
field trials. In certain cases the received signal was either undetectable above background 
noise, clipped or disrupted by additional arrivals. Data arising from such distorted 
waveforms were manually identified and omitted from the analysis (see Appendix A). 
The total error in arrival times, tE, was calculated by combining the intrinsic 
timing error in the acquisition card (+1 μs) with the error introduced into the correlation 
stage by the use of analytical signals (+10 μs) in quadrature. This allowed the standard 
deviation in the velocity, σV, i.e. the relevant error, to be computed from  
( )222 ddNtEV −=σ ,       (8) 
where N is the number of data points to which the linear fit is applied [40]. 
 
B.  Attenuation coefficient  
The amplitude of the received pulse was recorded as the maximum peak-to-peak 
voltage of the received signal. In order to allow peak-to-peak voltages to produce reliable 
measures of amplitude the received signal was interpolated to a sampling frequency of 10 
MHz. For a given sediment, the resulting amplitude A(f,d) is the result of the following 
processes: 
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eTTO
neCfRfRdfGfSfVdfA )()()(),()()(),( α−⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= , (8) 
where spreading losses G(f,d) are a function of frequency and receiver location; the TVR 
of the source transducer ST(f), the response of the receiving transducers RT(f), the 
electronic gain of the receiving transducers RE(f) and the attenuation of the sediment in 
nepers·m-1 αn(f) are all functions of frequency; and C represents the coupling parameter. 
Note that the attenuation and spreading losses will vary with the sediment under-
examination. The comparison of the received amplitudes at each frequency reduces the 
frequency dependent terms to a constant BB1,  
dnedGBdA α−⋅⋅= )()( 1 .      (9) 
Spreading losses were accounted for using the pressure field simulated for the 
relevant frequency and compressional wave velocity (Section IV). This was achieved by 
correcting the amplitude at a field point X by a factor of 10-dB(X), where dB(X) is the 
magnitude of the pressure field at field point X relative to a common reference point, 
which lies 1 m along the line perpendicular to the center of the source. Taking natural 
logarithms of the corrected amplitude, AC, produces  
dconstA nC α−=)ln( .       (10) 
Hence, at each location and frequency, ln(AC) was plotted against d and a 
weighted linear least-squares fit applied, with the gradient of the fit equal to the effective 
attenuation coefficient in nepers·m-1 (Fig. 8B). The gradient approach assumes that the 
variability of the output pulse at each location and frequency is negligible (see Section 
V1.A) and the sediment volume examined at each location is homogeneous. 
The variability of the coupling parameter C at each location and frequency was 
quantitatively examined using a “conditioned amplitude” ACO. This was obtained by 
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conditioning the measured amplitude to account for both geometric spreading (as above) 
and the attenuation of the sediment (through multiplication by a factor of ) 
between the field-point X and the common reference point. Hence, if signals from each 
location and frequency are considered individually, (8) can be re-expressed as 
)1( −− dne α
const
AC CO=  .       (11) 
The mean percentage error associated with “coupling variability” at each location and 
frequency %CE can then be expressed as  
)(
)(100%
CO
CO
Amean
AstdCE ⋅= .      (12) 
The %CE varies from 0.3 to 60.6 % for a random selection of locations examined, with a 
mean value of 27.4 %. The lack of any observed relationship between %CE and either 
frequency or sediment justifies the incorporation of the mean coupling error into the 
following error analysis. The “coupling variability” term encompasses additional sources 
of error, such as sediment heterogeneity, the variability of the VOP and uncertainty in the 
position and orientation of the probes, the last of which can introduce a maximum error 
of 7.6 dB into corrected amplitudes.  
Errors in attenuation coefficient were computed by combining the following 
source of error to obtain a total error in the corrected amplitude Ae: 
• The resolution of the acquisition card with the increased SNR of the median stack 
incorporated (+ 1.4 mV); 
• The variability of the coupling parameter (+ 27.4 %), which includes the error 
associated with coupling, sediment heterogeneity, variability of the VOP and probe 
orientation / position; 
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• The prediction of spreading losses. For each location pressure fields were 
simulated for the measured compressional wave velocity. The presence of intrinsic errors 
in velocity introduces a degree of uncertainty into the predicted spreading losses. For all 
cases this was less + 0.1 dB and was included in the error budget.  
• The uncertainty of the gain of the receiving amplifiers (+ 0.224 dB). 
As received amplitudes vary from 5.7 mV to 10 V, the second source of error 
represent the dominant component. The approximate error in each value of ln(AC), which 
is termed Δ, was obtained from  
C
e
A
A=Δ          (13),        
which produces a symmetric error, i.e. ln(AC)+Δ. Hence, the error in the attenuation 
coefficient, σα, was obtained from 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −
Δ=
2
2 ddN
ασ         (14), 
where a double overscore denotes a weighted mean [40].  
The conversion of symmetric errors in AC to a logarithmic scale will produce 
asymmetric errors in ln(AC), i.e. ln(AC)+Δ+ and ln(AC)-Δ-, as opposed to the symmetric 
approximations used in the above analysis; such an approach is required due to the 
absence of an alternative technique in the literature for fitting to asymmetric errors.  
The effect of asymmetric errors on attenuation coefficients was estimated for one 
location at each of the six sites examined. The degree to which worst case scenarios 
differed from the above analysis was assessed through the application of weighted least-
square linear fits using the approximate errors (+Δ), positive asymmetric errors (+Δ+) and 
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negative asymmetric errors (+Δ-). The attenuation coefficient obtained from the three 
techniques differed by less than 0.07 dB·m-1, while σα obtained from the use of +Δ+ and 
+Δ- differed from those obtained from the use of the approximate errors by less than 17.5 
% (Fig. 9). Hence, the approach assumed above is valid for the attenuation coefficients 
encountered and S-R separation utilised in this project. In different circumstances, e.g. 
greater attenuation coefficients or greater propagation distances, the above approach may 
be invalid. 
 
VII. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Preliminary results for one location at each of the six inter-tidal sites examined 
are displayed in Fig. 10. Velocity ratios vary from 1.06 to 1.26 in sands and 0.93 to 1.04 
in silts, with intrinsic errors from + 1.1 to + 4.5 % (+ 20 to + 70 m·s-1) in sands and less 
than + 1.9 % (<+ 25 m·s-1) in silts. These velocity ratios agree favourably with previously 
published measurements, e.g. velocity ratios from 0.97 to 1.19 for a compilation of data 
spanning frequencies of 3.5 to 400 kHz and sediment porosities from 36 to 90 % [41]; 
and velocity ratios from 0.93 to 0.99 which were measured on artificial clay/silt samples 
from 3 to 200 kHz [42].  
Within the corresponding errors, velocities were found to be non-dispersive in 
both the sands and silts. Although, the compressional wave velocity of marine sediments 
has been well examined, contention still exists over its frequency-dependence. A 
significant volume of literature exists to support both dispersive relationships (e.g. [4], 
[13], [43]) and non-dispersive relationships (e.g. [12], [20], [42]). This debate is reflected 
by existing geoacoustic models, with Grain-Shearing theory [44] predicting a weakly 
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logarithmic dispersion at a rate of 1% per decade, while Biot theory predicts a more 
pronounced non-linear relationship between velocity and frequency [45], [46].  
 The effective attenuation coefficients of the inter-tidal sediments examined varied 
from 2 to 52 dB·m-1 in sands and 1 to 23 dB·m-1 in silts, with errors from + 1 to + 7 
dB·m-1. These concur with previously published values that span a similar frequency 
range, e.g.  in situ values of 8 to 60 dB·m-1, measured on sands from 25 to 100 kHz [12], 
and 0.6 to 74.3 dB·m-1, measured from 3.5 to 100 kHz in sediment types ranging from 
sands to clays [4]. For the majority of locations examined attenuation coefficient is 
observed to be proportional to frequency from 16 to 100 kHz within the computed 
intrinsic errors.  
 As for velocity, the frequency-dependency of attenuation is currently under 
debate, with a suite of literature available to support attenuation coefficients which are 
both linearly (e.g. [4], [17], [47]) and non-linearly (e.g. [12], [13], [42]) related to 
frequency. Again the predictions of accepted geoacoustic models vary, with Biot theory 
[45], [46], predicting a non-linear relationship between attenuation coefficient and 
frequency, while Grain-Shearing theory [44] predicting an almost linear relationship.  
The results of a detailed examination of the compressional wave properties 
measured within this project will be presented in future publications. This will include a 
detailed statistical analysis of frequency-dependency of velocity and attenuation 
coefficient and a comparison between the measured properties and those predicted by 
certain geoacoustic models.   
 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
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The main focus of this paper was to present the experimental and processing techniques 
adopted for a series of well-constrained in situ acoustic experiments. The restriction of 
this experiment to inter-tidal sediments permits a detailed investigation of the sources of 
uncertainty. The processing techniques developed incorporated pressure fields applicable 
to the sediment under investigation, and an examination of the repeatability of the 
coupling between the transducers and the sediment. For the range of frequencies (16 – 
100 kHz) and range of S-R separations examined (0.99 – 8.1 m) velocities are accurate to 
between + 1.1 to + 4.5 % in sands and less than + 1.9 % in silts, while attenuation 
coefficient is accurate to between + 1 and + 7 dB·m-1 in both sands and silts (note that 
errors relate to the intrinsic experimental errors, rather than reflecting the use of standard 
deviations arising from variability). Preliminary results indicate that within errors, 
velocity is non-dispersive and attenuation coefficient is proportional to frequency. Future 
papers will present a detailed investigation of the frequency-dependence of 
compressional wave properties and a comparison between measured properties and those 
predicted by geoacoustic models. 
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON OF PROCESSING TECHNIQUES FOR 
DETERMINING VELOCITY. 
 
 A variety of processing techniques for determining velocity were tested for the in 
situ dataset collected. Each technique can be divided into two stages, namely the 
measurement of arrival times from the pre-processed signals and the conversion of these 
arrival times into group velocities. The first stage could be achieved through either the 
time-based correlation of analytical signal (outlined in Section V1.A) or an alternative 
phase-based approach.  
 For each central frequency and S-R separation this phase-based approach entailed 
calculating the cross spectrum Syx of the pre-processed received signal and corresponding 
Voltage Output Pulse (VOP), 
 
)f(j
xyxy
xye)f(S)f(Y~)f(XS ϕ⋅⋅=⋅= ,    A1 
where X(f) and Y(f) are the normalized spectra of the VOP and the received signals 
respectively and φxy(f) is the phase of the cross-spectrum. Both signals were windowed to 
include the entirety of the pulses of interest and omit undesirable noise events. If the 
effect of the sediment is purely to delay the pulse (i.e. the received waveform is simply a 
shifted and scaled version of the VOP) the group delay time τ can be determined from the 
gradient of unwrapped phase versus frequency. To include frequencies at a sufficient 
signal-to-noise ratio, this slope was determined for the frequency band spanning 
fc+0.5·Bw, where fc represents the central frequency of the pulse and BBw represents the 
corresponding bandwidth. The quality of a linear fit to the unwrapped phases, and so the 
validity of the assumption above, was quantified through EP, which is defined by 
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Ej
pjf2P eEe)f(X
)f(YE ϕτπ− ⋅=⋅= ,       A2 
where φE is the unwrapped phase of Ep. For a pure delay φE should be constant, hence the 
range of φE over the frequency band under consideration was employed as a quantitative 
measure of the quality of the linear fit.  
 The second stage determined the velocity at each central frequency 
through the application of a linear fit of arrival times to S-R separation (see Section 
V1.A). This approach was required to account for the unknown delay time introduced by 
the SPADE. Both of the techniques under consideration for obtaining arrival times 
assume that the received pulse is a shifted version of VOP pulse, which in certain cases 
was not applicable. It was therefore necessary to identify and account for data points 
arising from distorted waveforms. This could be achieved using three methods, the first 
of which involved manual observation of distorted waveforms and omission of 
corresponding arrival times. The second method omitted data which corresponding to a 
range of φE greater than a certain threshold value, while the third used a robust bisquares 
fit [48] to account for outliers.  
The combination of the variety of techniques for the two stages resulted in six 
manners in which group velocity could be computed, which include:  
• The use of a temporal correlation with manual identification of distorted 
waveforms (termed CM technique); 
• The use of a temporal correlation with distorted waveforms identified using the 
range of φE (termed CE technique); 
• The use of a temporal correlation with distorted waveforms accounted for using 
robust least-squares (termed CR technique); 
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• The use of the phase of the cross-spectra with manual identification of distorted 
waveforms (termed PM technique); 
• The use of the phase of the cross-spectra with distorted waveforms identified 
using the range of φE (termed PE technique); 
• The use of the phase of the cross-spectra with distorted waveforms accounted for 
using robust least-squares (termed PR technique). 
Example results are displayed for sand and silt locations in figures A1 and A2 
respectively. The selection criterion used to determine the best technique assumed that 
the difference between velocities determined at adjacent central frequencies, which differ 
by 2 kHz, should be minimal. This is justified by the examination of saturated sediments 
under examination, the use of a common pulse envelope for all tonal pulses and the 
untuned nature of the source and receivers (see Section III). For all trial datasets 
examined the CM technique resulted in the least difference between velocities at adjacent 
frequencies, with other techniques proving less stable for this in situ dataset.  
A disadvantage of the correlation based technique selected is the increased error 
introduced into velocity through the use of analytical signals (see section V1.A), as 
opposed to phase-based techniques which use the carrier wave and so limit temporal 
errors to + 1  μs. However, the increased stability of the CM technique supports its use 
for the obtaining group velocities for this dataset (see section VI.A). 
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FIGURES 
 
Fig. 1. SPADE source (left) and one of the receivers (right), both attached to aluminum 
channels to assist their deployment into the sediment. 
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Fig. 2. Typical waveforms used, including: voltage output signals (VOP) with central 
frequencies of 20 kHz (A), 50 kHz (B) and 80 kHz (C); calibration signals transmitted 
through water at 20 kHz (D), 50 kHz (E) and 80 kHz (F); and signals transmitted through 
sediment at 20 kHz (G), 50 kHz (H) and 80 kHz (J). In order to display the negligible 
differences between the calibration signals and sediment signals, a scaled, shifted version 
of the corresponding VOP (dashed lines) are displayed on D – J. Note that all signals 
have been normalized to an amplitude of unity, while the varying time axes allow signals 
at different frequencies to be clearly displayed.   
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Fig. 3. Geometry used in the simulation of the pressure field emitted by the source, 
denoted by the shaded area segment Sp, modified from [28]. An example field-point X is 
displayed, along with the distance R from source element dS, the minimum distance to 
the source R’, the parameters defining the source r and θ and the co-ordinate system used. 
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Fig. 4. Simulated pressure fields emitted by the SPADE source for a compressional wave 
velocity of 1600 m·s-1 and central frequencies of 20 kHz (A), 50 kHz (B) and 80 kHz (C). 
Solid contour lines are labeled in dB, relative to the reference point, i.e. z=1, y=1, while 
dashed lines indicate intermediate values, in increments of 2 dB. 
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Fig. 5. Difference between simulated pressure fields at 100 kHz for compressional wave 
velocities of 1800 and 1470 m·s-1, plotted in dB relative to the reference point. 
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Fig. 6. SPADE probe deployment during field-work, with receivers positioned at 
approximately the same S-R separation, lying on either side of the central line, which is 
marked by the measuring pole. 
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Fig. 7. Pre-processing steps applied to detected signals, including a typical received 
signal from the field-work (A), the output of the filtering stage (B) and the output of the 
stacking stage (C). The recovery of the directly transmitted signal from noisy raw data is 
clearly demonstrated. 
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Fig. 8. Application of linear fits to transmission data at a single frequency (50 kHz), 
including: application of linear least-squares fit to arrival times versus S-R separation in 
order to obtain group velocity (A) and application of weighted linear least-squares fit to 
natural logarithm of corrected amplitude versus S-R separation to obtain effective 
attenuation coefficient (B). Data points are plotted as crosses, with vertical bars denoting 
errors, while the linear least-squares fits are plotted as dashed lines. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of resulting attenuation coefficients arising from use of alternative 
errors in weighted least-squares linear fit for an example location and selected 
frequencies. Attenuation coefficients are denoted by circles, while errors are denoted by 
dots for approximate errors (+Δ), crosses for, positive asymmetric errors (+Δ+) and 
asterisks for negative asymmetric errors (+Δ-).  Differences in attenuation coefficients are 
negligible, while errors in attenuation coefficient obtained from asymmetric errors differ 
from those obtained from the approximate errors by less than 17.5 %.  
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Fig. 10. Example group velocities (A) and effective attenuation coefficients (B) obtained 
from one location at each of the six sites examined, with sites labeled 1 to 6. Sands (sites 
1 to 3) are denoted by solid lines, silts (sites 4 to 6) are denoted by the dashed lines and 
errors are plotted as vertical bars. 
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Fig. A1. Group velocities obtained from an example sand location for the frequency 
range of 40 to 70 kHz. Group velocities obtained the using six processing techniques 
adopted are displayed, including CM technique (solid line), CE technique (dashed line), 
CR technique (dash-dot line), PM technique (dotted line), PE technique (circles) and PR 
technique (crosses).  
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Fig. A2. Group velocities obtained from an example silt location for the frequency range 
of 40 to 70 kHz. Group velocities obtained using the six processing techniques adopted 
are displayed, including CM technique (solid line), CE technique (triangles), CR 
technique (dash-dot line), PM technique (dotted line), PE technique (circles) and PR 
technique (crosses).  
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TABLE. 1 
GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF SITES 
 
 
Site Position Sediment type Mean 
grain 
size (φ) 
No. 
samples 
Porosity 
(%) 
1 N 50o 40’ 42-47’’ 
W 001o 56’ 56-58’’ 
Mod well sorted 
Bimodal medium sand 
1.58 + 
0.35 
12 29.3 + 1.0 
2 N 50o 42’ 23-29’’ 
W 001o 54’ 29’’ 
Well sorted 
Unimodal medium sand 
1.84 + 
0.15 
6 32.9 + 2.5 
3 N 50o 41’ 00-43’’ 
W 001o 55’ 54-55’’ 
Well sorted 
Unimodal fine sand 
2.16 + 
0.07 
12 34.5 + 1.7 
4 N 50o 46’ 39’’ 
W 001o 23’ 43-45’’ 
Poorly sorted 
Unimodal medium silt 
6.75 + 
0.30 
9 80.1 + 2.8 
5 N 50o 52’ 34-35’’ 
W 001o 18’ 43-44’’ 
Poorly sorted 
Unimodal medium silt 
6.77 + 
0.20 
6 60.5 + 2.1 
6 N 50o 48’ 56’’ 
W 001o 18’ 34’’ 
V. poorly sorted 
Unimodal coarse silt 
5.31 + 
0.15 
6 63.2 + 0.9 
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